August Quiz

Do you really know what's in the section called the Tinted Pages (t1-t48) and are you familiar with how to use the information contained therein? All of the following may be found in the Tinted Pages section except which?

- A list of motions that are not debatable and not amendable
- A list of motions that require a 2/3rds vote
- A list of motions that cannot be reconsidered at all
- A list of motions that are in (or out of) order when another has the floor
- Sample wording used in making motions
- A table of motions and their standard characteristics
- A table of rules for counting election ballots
- Chart for determining when each ranking motion is in order

The answer:

Sorry for challenging you with a trick question. ALL of the items listed appear in the Tinted Pages! Thumb through pages t1-t48 to see what's there and to get a better grasp on how you can use the Tinted Pages as a resource and guide to quickly find needed parliamentary information about the various motions.